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ABSTRACT7

One of the unsolved mysteries of gamma-ray astronomy concerns the nature of the unidentified8

gamma-ray sources. Recently, using the Second Fermi LAT source catalog (2FGL) and the Wide-field9

Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) archive, we discovered that the WISE counterparts of gamma-ray10

blazars, a class of active galactic nuclei, delineate a region (the WISE Gamma-ray Strip) in the 3-11

dimensional infrared color space well separated from the locus of the other astronomical objects. Based12

on this result, we built an association procedure to recognize if there areWISE blazar candidates within13

the positional uncertainty region of the unidentified gamma-ray sources. Here we report on our14

analysis of 2FGL J1823.8+4312, a gamma-ray active galactic nucleus of uncertain type associated15

with the X-ray source 1RXS J182418.7+430954 according to the 2FGL, to verify whether it is a blazar.16

Applying our association method we found two sources with IR colors typical of gamma-ray blazars,17

located within the 99.9% confidence region of 2FGL J1823.8+4312: WISE J182352.33+431452.5 and18

WISE J182409.25+431404.7. Then we searched in the Chandra, NVSS and SDSS archival observations19

for their counterparts. We discovered that WISE J182352.33+431452.5, our preferred gamma-ray20

blazar candidate according to our WISE association procedure, is detected in the optical and in21

the X-rays but not in the radio, making it extremely unusual if it is a blazar. Given its enigmatic22

spectral energy distribution, we considered the possibility that it is a “radio faint blazar” or the23

prototype of a new class of extragalactic sources, our conclusion is independent of whether WISE24

J182352.33+431452.5 is the actual counterpart of 2FGL J1823.8+4312.25

Subject headings: X-rays: galaxies - galaxies: active - galaxies: BL Lacertae objects - radiation26

mechanisms: non-thermal27

1. INTRODUCTION28

One of the biggest challenges in contemporary gamma-29

ray astronomy is classification and identification of the30

unidentified gamma-ray sources (e.g., Thompson 2004;31

Reimer 2005). According to the Second Fermi LAT cat-32

alog (2FGL, Nolan et al. 2012), which comprises 187333

gamma-ray sources, about 1/3 of high-energy gamma-ray34

emitters are still of unknown origin although statistical35

studies suggest that many are members of known classes36

(Ackermann et al. 2012).37

Since the era of the Compton Gamma-Ray Observa-38

tory (e.g., Hartman et al. 1999), blazars, an intriguing39

class of radio loud active galactic nuclei (AGNs), have40

constituted the largest population of known gamma-ray41

sources (e.g., Mukherjee et al. 1997) even up to TeV en-42

ergies5.43

Blazars are characterized by non-thermal radiation44

over the entire electromagnetic spectrum, flat radio45

spectra that steepen toward the infrared (IR), appar-46

ent superluminal motions, rapid spectral variability and47

a double-humped spectral energy distributions (SEDs)48
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(e.g., Urry & Padovani 1995). Blazars have two sub-49

classes: BL Lac objects, characterized by weak or absent50

optical emission lines, and flat spectrum radio quasars51

showing broad emission lines similar to quasars (e.g.,52

Stickel et al. 1991; Stoke et al. 1991).53

Recently, using the blazar ROMA-BZCAT cat-54

alog6 (Massaro et al. 2009; Massaro et al. 2010;55

Massaro et al. 2011a) combined with the Wide-field56

Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) preliminary data57

release7 (Wright et al. 2010), Massaro et al. (2011b)58

showed that blazars cover a distinct 3-dimensional59

region (the WISE Blazar Strip) in IR color space60

that is well distinct from the locus of other Galactic61

and extragalactic sources . They also found that62

the subregion delineated by gamma-ray blazars in63

the IR color-color plots (i.e., the WISE Gamma-ray64

Strip) is even narrower than the WISE Blazar Strip65

(D’Abrusco et al. 2012a; Massaro et al. 2012a). These66

results subsequently have been confirmed using the67

WISE all-sky data release8 (Massaro et al. 2012b).68

On the basis of our results we developed an association69

procedure able to recognize gamma-ray blazar candidates70

from their IR colors. This has been adopted to investi-71

gate the AGN of uncertain type (Massaro et al. 2012a)72

defined according to the 2FGL, and successfully used to73

provide a candidate blazar counterpart for 156 out of 31374

unidentified gamma-ray sources (Massaro et al. 2012c).75

6 http://www.asdc.asi.it/bzcat
7 http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/prelim
8 http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allsky/
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In the present work, we apply our association pro-76

cedure to the gamma-ray source 2FGL J1823.8+4312,77

classified as AGN of uncertain type in the The Sec-78

ond LAT AGN Catalog detected by Fermi (2LAC,79

Ackermann et al. 2011), previously not investigated80

with our method because it does not lie in the81

footprint of the WISE preliminary data release82

(Massaro et al. 2012a).83

We investigated the radio, X-ray and optical obser-84

vations available for the WISE candidates to identify85

the most plausible counterpart of 2FGL J1823.8+4312.86

This paper is organized as follows: in § 2 we select our87

WISE gamma-ray blazar candidates, and we describe88

all the multifrequency data collected to verify if 2FGL89

J1823.8+4312 is a gamma-ray blazar. In § 3 we summa-90

rize our results, and § 4 is devoted to our conclusions.91

2. INVESTIGATING THE FIELD OF 2FGL J1823.8+431292

The gamma-ray source 2FGL J1823.8+4312 is classi-93

fied as an AGN of uncertain type in the 2LAC sam-94

ple. Recently, AGILE reported an increase of the95

gamma-ray emission from a region including 2FGL96

J1823.8+4312, thus indicating that it could be a vari-97

able source (Lucarelli et al. 2012). 2FGL J1823.8+431298

was not detected in The First Fermi LAT source catalog99

(Abdo et al. 2010).100

According to the association procedures used101

in the 2LAC, the candidate counterpart is 1RXS102

J182418.7+430954 detected by ROSAT with a posi-103

tional uncertainty of 60′′ (Edge et al. 2003). It lies 7′′.11104

from the closest radio source, NVSS J182419+430949105

(Condon et al. 1998), and 5′.74 from the nominal106

position of 2FGL J1823.8+4312. Figure 1 shows that107

1RXS J182418.7+430954 lies outside the elliptical108

source location region corresponding to the 68% level of109

confidence (i.e., 5′.46) but within the one at 95% level110

of confidence (Ackermann et al. 2011).111

Next, we describe the observations used to investi-112

gate the natures of the candidate counterparts selected113

for 2FGL J1823.8+4312. All the sources considered in114

our multifrequency analysis, grouped with their counter-115

parts, are listed in Table 4.116

2.1. Infrared (WISE - 2MASS)117

According to our association procedure, we de-118

fined the strip parameters sb and sq, ranging be-119

tween 0 and 1, to evaluate the distance, in the IR120

color space, between the BZB and BZQ subregions121

of the WISE Gamma-ray Strip and the location of a122

generic WISE source, respectively (Massaro et al. 2012a;123

Massaro et al. 2012c; Massaro et al. 2012d). Then we124

rank all the WISE sources within a searching region of125

radius θ999=1.52×θ95, centered on the gamma-ray posi-126

tion, on the basis of their strip parameters; where θ95 is127

the semimajor axis of the elliptical source location re-128

gion at 95% confidence level (Nolan et al. 2012). The129

gamma-ray blazar candidate corresponds to the position-130

ally closest source with the highest values of the strip131

parameters, while sources with sb <0.10 or sq <0.14 are132

outliers from the WISE Gamma-ray Strip. The efficiency133

of our method is ∼87% (Massaro et al. 2012c), assuming134

that all the 2LAC blazar associations, based on different135

methods, are correct.136

There is only one gamma-ray blazar candidate for137

2FGL J1823.8+4312 selected by our procedure out of138

2351 sources in the searching region:139

WISE J182352.33+431452.5. To be conservative, we140

also consider the second source ranked by our procedure:141

WISE J182409.25+431404.7, the only other with sb >0142

and sq >0 even if below the above thresholds.143

WISE J182352.33+431452.5 lies 121′′.998 from144

the nominal gamma-ray position of 2FGL J1823.8+4312,145

but it is not coincident with the counterpart associated in146

the 2LAC (i.e, 1RXS J182418.7+430954) lying 414′′.977147

away (Figure 1).148

WISE J182409.25+431404.7 lies at 205′′.642 away149

from the nominal gamma-ray position of 2FGL150

J1823.8+4312.151

Neither of these WISE source is in the 2MASS catalog152

(Skrutskie et al. 2006).153

2.2. X-rays (ROSAT-Chandra)154

The two WISE blazar candidates and 1RXS155

J182418.7+430954 appear to have counter-156

parts in archival Chandra observations (e.g.,157

Gilmour et al. 2009, Figure 2).158

WISE J182352.33+431452.5 has an X-ray counter-159

part, CXO J182352.2+431452, 0′′.72 away the IR po-160

sition, consistent with the Chandra positional uncer-161

tainty of 0′′.88 reported in the Chandra source catalog162

(Evans et al. 2010).163

We analyzed the Chandra observation finding that the164

X-ray spectrum of CXO J182352.2+431452 is well de-165

scribed by a power-law model with the Galactic absorp-166

tion (NH,Gal=3.62×1020 cm−2, Kalberla et al. 2005)167

(i.e., χ2
r= 1.13 for 10 degrees of freedom). Its X-ray168

spectral index is αX= 0.38±0.18 and the observed X-169

ray flux F0.5−7keV = 1.82+0.15
−0.17 ×10−13 erg cm−2 s−1,170

consistent with those in the Chandra source catalog171

(Evans et al. 2010).172

WISE J182409.25+431404.7 is positionally asso-173

ciated with the X-ray source CXO J182409.1+431404,174

1′′.68 away; consistent with the combination of the WISE175

and Chandra location uncertainties (Figure 2). However,176

the number of counts in the Chandra observation do not177

permit a detailed spectral analysis. To build its SED178

we used the X-ray flux F0.5−7keV = 2.11+2.50
−1.73 ×10−14 erg179

cm−2 s−1 reported in Evans et al. (2010).180

According to the ROSAT analysis of Edge et al.181

(2003), 1RXS J182418.7+430954 is a galaxy cluster,182

and the cluster nature of this source is clearly visi-183

ble in both the Chandra and the WISE images (Fig-184

ure 1 and Figure 2). On the other hand, accord-185

ing to the Chandra source catalog, the point-like X-ray186

source CXO J182419.0+430948, is located in its cen-187

tral region (Figure 2). Therefore we considered CXO188

J182419.0+430948 as a possible third candidate coun-189

terpart of 2FGL J1823.8+4312, even thought its radio190

and X-ray emissions could be contaminated by those of191

the galaxy cluster 1RXS J182418.7+430954.192

WISE J182419.04+430949.6 is likely to be the IR193

counterpart of CXO J182419.0+430948 as shown in Fig-194

ure 2) and will be considered our third WISE candidate.195

The IR colors of WISE J182419.04+430949.6 are consis-196

tent with those of the gamma-ray blazars that consti-197

tute the WISE Gamma-ray Strip, but only in the [3.4]-198
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[4.6]-[12] µm color-color projection, being undetected at199

22µm.200

2.3. Radio (NVSS)201

WISE J182352.33+431452.5 has no radio counter-202

part in the NVSS catalog (Figure 1).203

WISE J182409.25+431404.7 is associated with the204

radio source NVSS J182409+431407 which has a flux of205

2.7 mJy at 1.4 GHz (Condon et al. 1998) (Figure 1).206

WISE J182419.04+430949.6 has a radio counter-207

part, NVSS J182419+430949, with a radio flux density208

of 33 mJy at 1.4 GHz (Condon et al. 1998) also associ-209

ated with the X-ray counterpart (see Table 1 position210

uncertainties and offsets).211

2.4. Optical (SDSS)212

The searching region chosen is entirely covered by the213

archival images of the SDSS DR8 (Hiroaki et al. 2011)214

(Figure 2 and Figure 3) Unfortunately, for the three se-215

lected sources no optical spectra are available. We per-216

formed a photometric analysis of the optical colors. Ac-217

cording to Massaro et al. (2012d), u − r color of 1.4218

mag is the approximate dividing line between BL Lacs219

dominated by the nuclear component and those by the220

galactic component.221

WISE J182352.33+431452.5 is positionally associ-222

ated to SDSS J182352.34+431452.7. It is detected in all223

the SDSS bands and classified as a “GALAXY” accord-224

ing to the SDSS algorithm (e.g., Hiroaki et al. 2011). It225

has a u−r color of 1.23±0.30, marginally consistent with226

the optical colors of BL Lacs which are nuclear domi-227

nated.228

WISE J182409.25+431404.7 is associated with229

SDSS J182409.13+431404.8 lying 1′′.309 away. It is clas-230

sified as a point-like source (i.e.,“STAR”) and is also de-231

tected in all the SDSS bands. Its value of the u − r232

color is 1.24±0.78, suggesting that the source could be233

nuclear dominated; however the large uncertainty does234

not permit a precise classification.235

WISE J182419.04+430949.6 is positionally asso-236

ciated with the optical point-like (i.e.,“STAR”) SDSS237

J182419.05+430949.5, lying in the direction of the 1RXS238

J182418.7+430954 galaxy cluster with a very peculiar239

u− r = 0.67±0.04, quite consistent with BL Lacs domi-240

nated by nuclear emission (Massaro et al. 2012e).241

3. RESULTS242

We compared the broadband SEDs of our three can-243

didates (Figure 4) to identify the most plausible low-244

energy counterpart of 2FGL J1823.8+4312. We took245

into account the interstellar reddening correction, with246

E(B − V ) values from Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) and247

the corrections described in Cardelli et al. (1989). The248

X-ray spectra have been also corrected for Galactic ab-249

sorption (Kalberla et al. 2005).250

WISE J182352.33+431452.5 is the most intriguing251

of the sources we investigated. This unique gamma-ray252

blazar candidate, selected with our WISE association253

procedure, has no radio counterpart which is surprising254

and unlike any of the blazars re-associated using our pro-255

cedure (e.g., Massaro et al. 2012b). It shines brightly in256

the Chandra observation, showing a hard power-law X-257

ray spectrum. It is classified as a “GALAXY” in the258

SDSS, and it has a u− r color unusual for a BL Lac ob-259

ject and different from the typical optical colors of the260

SDSS quasars as analyzed by D’Abrusco et al. (2009).261

Figure 4 shows its enigmatic SED. Consequently, WISE262

J182352.33+431452.5 does not fit any known class of ex-263

tragalactic sources.264

WISE J182409.25+431404.7 is point-like in the265

SDSS images and it has both a radio and an X-ray coun-266

terpart. However, both its IR and its optical colors are267

only marginally consistent with those of blazars, suggest-268

ing that an optical spectrum is necessary to confirm its269

nature. Its SED, reported in Figure 4, appears similar270

to that of a blazar with a bump in the optical band that271

could be attributed to its host galaxy.272

1RXS J182418.7+430954 is not likely responsi-273

ble for the gamma-ray emission detected by Fermi-274

LAT, being a galaxy cluster; thus the 2LAC associa-275

tion should be considered unlikely. However, the point-276

like source WISE J182419.04+430949.6 with both opti-277

cal and IR colors of a nuclear dominated BL Lac ob-278

ject, located in the direction of the galaxy cluster 1RXS279

J182418.7+430954, could be a possible counterpart of280

2FGL J1823.8+4312. Its SED is very unlike those of281

BL Lacs, being strongly contaminated by the emission282

of the galaxy cluster. In addition, as occurs for ∼96%283

of gamma-ray blazars, a detection at 22µm is expected284

(Massaro et al. 2012b).285

4. CONCLUSIONS:286

A NEW CLASS OF EXTRAGALACTIC SOURCES287

We have investigated three possible WISE IR coun-288

terparts to the gamma-ray source 2FGL J1823.8+4312,289

and one X-ray counterpart. We can firmly ex-290

clude the X-ray counterpart, 2LAC source 1RXS291

J182418.7+430954, because it is coincident with a292

galaxy cluster and almost surely represents the clus-293

ter emission. The candidate counterparts fromWISE294

are more complex. WISE J182352.33+431452.5, WISE295

J182409.25+431404.7 and WISE J182419.04+430949.6296

each are quite different from “typical” gamma-297

ray blazars (e.g., Massaro et al. 2011a). WISE298

J182352.33+431452.5 lacks radio emission (at least at299

the sensitivity limit of the NVSS), and thus is not a300

blazar according to the most basic definition. WISE301

J182409.25+431404.7 has unusual lR and optical colors302

for a blazar. WISE J182419.04+430949.6 also has an303

unusual SED that is probably strongly contaminated by304

the emission of the nearby galaxy cluster.305

Our investigation of WISE J182352.33+431452.5 re-306

veals that, although its lack of detected radio flux307

means it is not a traditional blazar, its curious broad-308

band SED is not like that of any other known class309

of extragalactic source either (Figure 4). The SED310

is reminiscent of the sub-class of BL Lacs peaking311

in the IR, the ”Low frequency peaked BL Lacs”312

(Padovani & Giommi 1995), but these sources are typ-313

ically about two orders of magnitude brighter in the314

radio than WISE J182352.33+431452.5 for similar IR315

fluxes (e.g., Massaro et al. 2011a), as it is also the case316

for the flat spectrum radio quasars. There is one con-317

firmed BL Lac object in the ROMA-BZCAT, whose ra-318

dio flux density is lower than 1 mJy, BZB J1248+0830,319

but its WISE colors are completely different from those320

of WISE J182352.33+431452.5; it is not detected at321
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22µm and its u − r color is 3.12±2.04 mag, suggesting322

that the flux is dominated by the host galaxy emission323

(Massaro et al. 2012d).324

Plotkin et al. (2010), in their analysis of optically se-325

lected BL Lacs, show that there are blazar candidates326

with weak radio emission. However these objects always327

have blue colors in the SDSS, completely unlike WISE328

J182352.33+431452.5. Moreover, these weak radio BL329

Lac counterparts, when seen in the infrared by WISE, ac-330

tually reside in the locus of the WISE Gamma-ray Strip331

typically populated by “High frequency peaked BL Lacs”332

(Padovani & Giommi 1995) - sources with a rising SED333

from the IR to the optical band and peaking in the UV-334

X-ray energy range. All these features are completely dif-335

ferent for WISE J182352.33+431452.5, whose SED does336

not appear to fit any currently recognized blazar subclass337

(Figure 4).338

Urgently needed to unveil the nature of WISE339

J182352.33+431452.5 are an optical spectrum and a340

deeper radio observation. If optical observations confirm341

the source as a “radio-faint blazar”, and if at least the342

IR-to-X-ray SED is due to jet dominated radiation, the343

absence of radio emission is very difficult to accommo-344

date in current blazar models.345

Independently of whether or not WISE346

J182352.33+431452.5 is the actual counterpart of347

2FGL J1823.8+4312, several important implications348

would follow if it is identified to be a “radio-faint349

blazar”:350

• The classification of blazars will need to351

be revised, since this new class implies352

that the “High frequency peaked BL Lacs”353

(Padovani & Giommi 1995) are not the only354

blazars with low radio fluxes.355

• We cannot firmly identify counterparts to gamma-356

ray sources using association methods based only357

on radio and X-ray surveys.358

• Searches for similar sources, using the X-ray emis-359

sion, red optical colors, and lack of radio emission,360

would probably lead to their classification as radio361

quiet AGNs.362

On the other hand, the IR colors would be essential to363

flag them as potential “radio-faint blazars”.364

We remark that sources with steep IR spectra such365

as WISE J182352.33+431452.5 could be confused with366

cold stars if selected solely in the IR; however, this is not367

the case here given the X-ray emissions coupled with the368

SDSS “GALAXY” flag.369

Finally, the hard Chandra spectrum of WISE370

J182352.33+431452.5, and its possible extrapolation to371

the hard X-rays (Figure 4), suggest that similar sources372

could be candidate counterparts for the unidentified hard373

X-ray sources found with INTEGRAL and SWIFT BAT374

surveys (e.g., Bird et al. 2010; Cusumano et al. 2010;375

Baumgartner et al. 2010, respectively) and good candi-376

dates for hard X-ray pointed observations by the ongoing377

NuSTAR mission (Harrison et al. 2010, Figure 4).378
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Fig. 1.— Left panel) WISE image at 3.4µm where we indicated all the WISE selected sources. Middle panel) WISE image at 4.6µm
where all the NVSS counterparts of the sources analyzed are shown. Right panel) WISE image at 22µm where all the WISE sources
considered in our analysis are reported. The white straight circle points to the galaxy cluster 1RXS J182418.7+430954 and it corresponds
to the ROSAT localization error (Edge et al. 2003). The galaxy cluster is clearly visible also in the WISE images. The white dashed circle
is the region of radius θ68, where θ68 is the major axis of the elliptical source location region at 68% level of confidence centered on the
gamma-ray position reported in the 2FGL and in the 2LAC (Nolan et al. 2012; Ackermann et al. 2011, respectively).
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Fig. 2.— Left panel) The Chandra image in the 0.5-7 keV energy range. The galaxy cluster 1RXS J182418.7+430954 is clearly visible.
The Chandra counterparts of the sources analyzed are highlighted, at the position of the Chandra source catalog (Evans et al. 2010).
Middle panel) WISE image at 3.4µm where WISE J182352.33+431452.5 is highlighted with the names of all its counterparts. Right panel)
SDSS image in r band, all the optical counterparts of the sources analyzed are indicated. The Chandra X-ray contours are overlaid in each
panel (green). The white dashed circle corresponding to the region of radius θ68 is shown (see also Figure 1).
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Fig. 3.— Left panel) SDSS RGB image of the region investigated for 2FGL J1823.8+4312 centered on the position of WISE
J182352.33+431452.5. Right panel) Zoom of the left panel to highlight the SDSS detection and its optical colors of WISE
J182352.33+431452.5.
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Fig. 4.— The SEDs of the three sources investigated: WISE J182352.33+431452.5 (left panel), which could be the prototype of a new
class of extragalactic objects, WISE J182409.25+431404.7 (middle panel) and WISE J182419.04+430949.6 (right panel) that lies in the
direction of the galaxy cluster 1RXS J182418.7+430954 (see § 3 for details). WISE data are shown in black, SDSS in red, Chandra in
blue while the gamma-ray flux of 2FGL J1823.8+4312 taken from the 2FGL is indicated in green. NVSS detections are also shown for
WISE J182409.25+431404.7 and WISE J182419.04+430949.6 while in the case of WISE J182352.33+431452.5 we indicate the 1mJy NVSS
expected flux. WISE J182352.33+431452.5 SED is extremely peculiar and it is not similar to any other known extragalactic sources. We
also show the NuSTAR sensitivity for a 3σ detection corresponding to an exposure of 105s (dashed black line) and 103s (dashed red line),
respectively. It is remarkable that extrapolating the Chandra X-ray spectrum of WISE J182352.33+431452.5, it could be detectable by
NuSTAR (Harrison et al. 2010). The black triangle shown in the SED of WISE J182419.04+430949.6 corresponds to the upper limit at
22µm (§2).
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TABLE 1
2FGL J1823.8+4312

We report the WISE sources with their coordinates (R.A. J2000, Dec. J2000) and those of each counterpart associated
in the Chandra, NVSS and SDSS catalogs.
We also report the positional uncertainties for each catalog and the distances of each counterpart from the WISE positions.

WISE Chandra NVSS SDSS

WISE J182352.33+431452.5 CXO J182352.2+431452 — SDSS J182352.34+431452.7

18:23:52.34, +43:14:52.6 18:23:52.28, +43:14:52.2 — 18:23:52.34, +43:14:52.7

Positional uncertainty 0.13 0.88 ′′ — —

Distances from IR position — 0.77 ′′ — 0.10 ′′

WISE J182409.25+431404.7 CXO J182409.1+431404 NVSS J182409+431407 SDSS J182409.13+431404.8

18:24:09.25, +43:14:04.8 18:24:09.10, +43:14:04.5 18:24:09.06, +43:14:07.2 18:24:09.13, +43:14:04.9

Positional uncertainty 0.19 1.54 ′′ 15.9 ′′ —

Distances from IR position — 1.68 ′′ 3.18 ′′ 1.32 ′′

WISE J182419.04+430949.6(∗) CXO J182419.0+430948 NVSS J182419+430949 SDSS J182419.05+430949.5

18:24:19.04, +43:09:49.7 18:24:19.02, +43:09:48.9 18:24:19.21, +43:09:49.6 18:24:19.05, +43:09:49.5

Positional uncertainty 0.15 0.41 ′′ 0.7 ′′ —

Distances from IR position — 0.83 ′′ 1.86 ′′ 0.23 ′′

(∗) The source WISE J182419.04+430949.6 is in the direction of the galaxy cluster 1RXS J182418.7+430954
(R.A.(J2000): 18h24m18.7s, Dec.(J2000): +43d09m54s; see § 2.2 for details).


